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The present invention relates to a tuning system for generating a tuning signal to be applied to a tunable filter in order to tune the quality factor of said filter to substantially equal a desired quality factor value, said tuning signal controlling the damping of said tunable filter.

Such a quality factor tuning system is already known in the art, e.g. from the paper "A 10.7 MHz CMOS OTA-R-C bandpass filter with 68 dB dynamic range and on-chip automatic tuning", ISSCC February 1992, pp. 66-67, by M. Stayarta and J. Silva-Martinez. This paper more particularly concerns filters built with operational transconductance amplifiers OTA's and associated capacitances C which are commonly known as OTA-C filters. The use of this type of filters has proven to be particularly advantageous in the domain of integrated circuit analog filters. One of the advantages of such filters is derived from the controllability of the transconductances of the OTA's incorporated therein. Indeed, by tuning these transconductances the frequency response of the filter can be tuned. This tuning is primarily used to provide a very accurate frequency response in spite of inevitable implementation inaccuracies.

The present invention more particularly relates to a tuning system controlling such an OTA-C filter. It is to be noted that, although such a tuning system is not confined to the tuning of OTA-C filters but can be used in connection with any type of tunable filters, such OTA-C filters are the main application domain thereof. Therefore the tuning system will be further best described in connection with OTA-C filters.

Such tuning systems commonly operate according to the master-slave principle wherein at least one master filter included in a data processing path is tuned by a tuning signal, e.g. a tuning voltage tuning a transconductance as mentioned above, generated by the tuning system which includes a replica of at least a section of this master filter. This replica is called a slave filter and corresponds to the above mentioned tunable filter. The tuning signal has to be so generated that the frequency reponse of the slave filter matches a desired response.

In the aforementioned document it is proposed to determine this frequency response by tuning separately the quality factor of the total master filter and the time constant of the OTA-C integrators forming part of this filter. The former quality factor tuning is more particularly described in the section entitled "automatic tuning of the quality factor" and is the subject of the present invention. For the tuning of the time constant which is equivalent to a frequency tuning reference is made to a co-pending patent application of the same inventors as the present one, filed on even date and entitled "Frequency tuning system for an OTA-C pair".

The quality factor of a filter is an important parameter as it determines for instance the bandwidth of the filter. In the known system use is made of the fact that the quality factor is correlated with the damping values of the circuit included in the filter. Hence, the quality factor is tuned by a tuning signal adjusting the resistances of the resistors included in the filter. For the generation of this tuning signal use is made of another well known fact in filter theory, namely that the shape of the transient response is determined by the quality factor. It is thus proposed to derive the tuning signal from the matching of the transient response of the tunable filter with a desired transient response.

The above described scheme indirectly tunes the filter's quality factor via its transient response. This scheme leads to a relatively long time delay for tuning the quality factor and furthermore requires relatively complex tuning circuitry as can be verified from the referenced document.

An object of the present invention is to propose a tuning system of the above known type but overcoming the mentioned shortcomings, i.e. which is simpler and generates the tuning signal relatively fast.

This object is achieved due to the fact that a relation between said quality factor and the passband gain of said tunable filter allows to determine a desired gain value corresponding to said desired quality factor value, and that said tuning system adjusts said tuning signal until said passband gain substantially equals said desired gain value.

The invention is defined in the appended claims and is based on the insight that the damping of the filter is correlated with its quality factor as well as with its passband gain. Hence, this passband gain is also in some way related to the quality factor. The filter can then be so designed that this relation is known and relatively simple. This enables a tuning system to be designed making use of the latter relation in an inventive way. Indeed, providing the mentioned relation is known, the quality factor of the tunable filter may be derived from the measurement of the passband gain of this filter. Therefore, the tuning system advantageously only has to match the passband gain to the desired gain value corresponding to the desired quality factor value. This is achieved by adjusting the tuning signal which controls the damping of the filter and hence also its passband gain.

It can be easily verified that in this way the tuning system generates the required tuning signal faster than in the known tuning system owing to the fact that the measurement and control of the quality factor is more direct. Moreover, the proposed tuning system is simpler and hence also smaller, because the comparison of two gain values is more straightforward than the comparison of two transient responses. An additional advantage of this simple tuning system is that the tunable filter may be a replica of the whole master filter and not just of a section thereof as mentioned above.

This is due to the fact that in a simple gain comparison the dimensions and the order of the tunable filter do not increase the design complexity of the tuning system. In this way, the master and the slave filter will be more accurately matched and the performances of the tuning system are improved.
It is to be noted that the article "A CMOS Transconductance-C Filter Technique for Very High Frequencies" by B. Nauta and published in the IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits, Vol. 27, No. 2, February 1992, pages 142-153, also disclose a tuning system for tuning a signal to be applied to a tunable filter in order to tune the quality factor of the filter to equal a desired quality factor value, this tuning signal controlling the damping of the tunable filter as in the present invention. However, therein it is only mentioned that by controlling the DC gain of the integrator constituting the filter, the quality factor is controlled. Nothing therein suggests to use the passband gain of the filter to derive quality factor tuning for the filter.

Another aspect of the present invention is that said tuning system includes matching means for matching said passband gain to said desired gain value by adjusting said tuning signal so as to increase/ decrease said passband gain if it is respectively lower/ higher than said desired gain value.

From the above it can be clearly seen that the tuning system can be kept comparatively simple due to the fact that only gains have to be compared and matched. The above described negative feedback moreover ensures that the tuning is robust.

Still another aspect of the present invention is that said passband gain is the gain at a reference frequency within said passband. Said tuning system including signal generator means generating a reference signal at said reference frequency, said reference signal being applied to first and second tuning paths of said tuning system, said first tuning path including a first amplifier and being connected to a first input of said matching means and said second path including at least said tunable filter and being connected to a second input of said matching means.

In this way, the tunable filter is tuned while operating in the frequency range of interest. This has the advantage that the tuning system takes into proper account the inevitable frequency dependent parasitical effects which are caused by the non-idealities of the devices used in the filter. Hence a more accurate tuning system is achieved in comparison with the one disclosed in the above document as no tuning mismatch is created due to the fact that the slave filter included in the tuning system is tuned in another frequency range than its corresponding master filter. Such a mismatch would otherwise be inevitable due to the mentioned frequency dependent parasitics included in every filter.

An advantageous feature of the present invention is that said second path further includes a second amplifier, said desired gain value being substantially equal to the ratio of the gains of said first and said second amplifiers.

Dependent upon the desired gain value required in a specific embodiment, e.g. when it is close to unity, such a gain could be more reliably achieved as a ratio of gains than as an absolute gain of a single first amplifier. Moreover, as such amplifier gains can be commonly achieved with appropriate resistors, especially in integrated circuit design, and as such resistors can only be implemented with a large relative precision, the fact of including a second amplifier and realizing the desired gain as a gain ratio again enhances the accuracy of the tuning system.

Another characteristic feature of the present invention is that that said first and second tuning paths perform a voltage to current conversion, that the output currents of said tuning paths are further converted to first and second single ended and rectified currents by respective first and second current rectifiers included in said matching means, and that said rectified currents charge and discharge a capacitor also included in said matching means, the one of the tuning paths charging said capacitor being so determined that the voltage over said capacitor can be used for determining said tuning signal.

It can be verified that with such very simple circuitry the voltage over the capacitor is a measure of the gain difference between the first and second tuning paths. The tuning path corresponding to the charging rectified current can be so chosen that the latter voltage over the capacitor already constitutes the required negative feedback tuning signal. Furthermore, due to the current rectification, the unavoidable ripple on this voltage will verifiably have a much larger signal frequency than the above mentioned reference frequency and will therefore be located outside the passband range. Leakage of this ripple to the master filter or to the tunable filter will thus in practical circumstances not disturb the frequency response thereof. However, to be on the safe side, it is possible to low pass filter the tuning signal with a non-critical low pass filter. Such a low pass filter is in fact already achieved as a parasitic effect by the signal transmission lines in integrated circuits.

Another characteristic feature of the above tuning system is that said tunable filter includes at least one operational transconductance amplifier with an associated capacitance coupled to the outputs of said amplifier and in that the transconductance of said amplifier is so tuned that said amplifier-capacitance pair is tuned to a desired characteristic integrator frequency, and that said controllable damping is constituted by resistive means connected in parallel to said capacitance.

The mentioned characteristic integrator frequency is, as is well known in OTA-C filter theory, the ratio of the transconductance to the capacitance value of the associated capacitor.

As mentioned above such filters are particularly advantageous and allow an easy tuning of the other basic characteristic of the filter, e.g. the center frequency of a bandpass filter which depends on this characteristic integrator frequency. The latter frequency tuning is explained in detail in the above mentioned co-pending patent application of even date.

Other features of the present invention are that each of said resistive means is also an operational transconduct-
The present invention relates to a current rectifier for converting two balanced input currents to a single ended rectified current.

Such a current rectifier is particularly a basic building block of the tuning system described above. Correspondingly, a further object of the present invention is to propose a current rectifier of the above type with very little hardware cost.

The present invention also relates to a current rectifier for converting two balanced input currents to a single ended rectified current. The present invention also relates to a current rectifier for converting two balanced input currents to a single ended rectified current. Such a current rectifier is particularly a basic building block of the tuning system described above.

Correspondingly, a further object of the present invention is to propose a current rectifier of the above type with very little hardware cost.

The present invention also relates to a current rectifier for converting two balanced input currents to a single ended rectified current. The present invention also relates to a current rectifier for converting two balanced input currents to a single ended rectified current. Such a current rectifier is particularly a basic building block of the tuning system described above.

Correspondingly, a further object of the present invention is to propose a current rectifier of the above type with very little hardware cost.
both a charging and a discharging rectified current. Indeed, as can be easily verified, including the current mirror means in either the first or the second switching path leads to a rectified current respectively "entering" or "leaving" the current rectifier which is equivalent to the need for rectified currents of opposite signs. As such opposite signs can thus be very simple achieved by only changing the interconnection in the switching means, the design effort for both rectifiers can be kept at a minimum.

Also an important feature of the above tuning system is that said current rectifiers are of one of the types described above.

The above mentioned and other objects and features of the invention will become more apparent and the invention itself will be best understood by referring to the following description of an embodiment taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein:

Fig. 1 shows a biquadric filter BIQUAD adapted to be tuned with a tuning system according to the present invention;

Fig. 2 shows an operational transconductance amplifier OTA which is used in the blocks OTA1-5 of the filter BIQUAD shown in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 represents a tuning system in accordance with the present invention for tuning the quality factor of the filter BIQUAD of Fig. 1; and

Fig. 4 shows in more detail a balanced operational transconductance amplifier B-OTA and a current rectifier C-REC used in the tuning system of Fig. 3.

The tunable biquadratic filter BIQUAD shown in Fig. 1 is an analog continuous time filter implemented by pairs each including an operational transconductance amplifier, henceforth generally indicated by the prefix OTA, and a capacitance, henceforth generally referenced with the prefix C. Such OTA-C pairs form the basic building block of the well known OTA-C filter topology and these pairs are nothing else than classical basic integrators. OTA-C filters are recognized for their advantageous properties and therefore widely used in analog on-chip filtering, e.g. in the mobile communications field. A particular advantage of this type of filter is that it can be easily tuned by tuning the transconductances of the OTA's included therein. This tuning is critical for achieving satisfactory performance in spite of implementation inaccuracies.

In the above mentioned paper it is disclosed that the frequency response of such an OTA-C filter can be tuned to a desired response by two separate tuning systems. A first tuning system generates a frequency tuning signal for the transconductances of the OTA's included in the aforementioned integrators and a second tuning system generates a quality factor tuning signal tuning the damping of the filter so as to achieve a desired quality factor value for this filter as will be described below.

It is to be noted that a particular frequency tuning system is the subject of the co-pending patent application filed on even date, from the same inventors and entitled "Frequency tuning system for an OTA-C pair*.

Such tuning systems commonly operate according to the master-slave principle. This means that the above mentioned tuning signals are applied to at least one filter included in a data path for processing information data and called "master" filter whilst the tuning system itself includes a replica of at least a part of this master filter, which replica is called "slave" filter. The slave filter is then used by the tuning system as reference for producing the tuning signal. In the presently described quality factor tuning system the master and the slave filter are both as the filter BIQUAD shown in Fig. 1. It is further common practice to integrate the tuning system and the master filter on a same electronic chip to improve the tuning accuracy.

It is however to be noted that the quality factor tuning system according to the present invention, whilst being particularly advantageous in conjunction with the aforementioned OTA-C filter type, is equally well applicable to other filter types. Indeed, as will become clear later, this tuning system makes use of a relation between the passband gain G and quality factor Q and this relation is quite natural for any type of filter. Indeed, since it is well known in filter theory that the quality factor is determined by the damping and since obviously this damping is nothing else than the dissipation of energy in the filter and hence a loss of gain, there is a relation between the gain and the quality factor. In order to use a tuning system according to the present invention it is thus sufficient to design a tunable filter in which the above mentioned relation is known and possibly simple. Such a filter implemented with OTA-C integrators as mentioned above is depicted in Fig. 1 and described hereafter. As will be explained later the quality factor of this filter is proportional to the gain at a reference frequency in the passband frequency range of the filter. More particularly, in the following description the tunable filter is a passband filter and the reference frequency is substantially equal to the center frequency of this passband frequency range.

The filter shown in Fig. 1 is a biquadric filter BIQUAD comprising 5 operational transconductance amplifiers OTA1, ..., OTAS and 2 capacitors C1, C2. The filter BIQUAD has differential voltage input terminals VI to which like named signals Vi are applied and produces a filtered differential output voltage VO across like named voltage output terminals VO. It has to be noted that all the intermediate signals in BIQUAD are balanced signals differentially applied
on two corresponding terminals and that the constituent parts of Biquad operate on these differential signals. This will be implicitly understood throughout the following.

The voltage input terminals VI are connected to the inputs of an input transconductance amplifier OTA1 determining the passband gain G of the filter. Across the output terminals of OTA1 a first capacitor C1 is connected and the latter output terminals are further also connected to both the input terminals of a first damping operational transconductance amplifier OTA2 as well as to the voltage output terminals VO. The output terminals of OTA2 are connected both to the output terminals of OTA1, i.e., also to the voltage output terminals VO, and to the input terminals of a first filter operational transconductance amplifier OTA3. Across the output terminals of OTA3 a second capacitor C2 is connected and the latter output terminals are further connected to a second damping operational transconductance amplifier OTA4. The output terminals of OTA4 are connected both to the output terminals of OTA3 and to the input terminals of a second filter operational transconductance amplifier OTA5 whose output terminals are the output terminals VO of the filter Biquad.

By modifying their transconductance, OTA2 and OTA4 produce a controllable damping. This damping is tuned by a quality factor tuning voltage VTQ provided at a like named tuning terminal VTQ connected to both OTA2 and OTA4.

The generation of the latter tuning voltage VTQ is the subject of the present invention.

OTA3, OTA5, C1 and C2 perform the actual filtering and the transconductances of OTA3 and OTA5 are tuned by a frequency tuning voltage VTQ provided at a like named tuning terminal VT of Biquad and connected to OTA3, OTA5 and to OTA1. It is well known that the pairs OTA3-C1 and OTA5-C2 constitute integrators. The frequency tuning system tunes via the above transconductances the corresponding characteristic integrator frequencies to a desired value, the latter characteristic frequencies being nothing else than the ratio of the transconductances to the capacitance values of the associated capacitors. These characteristic frequencies together determine the above mentioned center frequency of the bandpass filter Biquad as explained below. As already mentioned, OTA1 is also controlled by the frequency tuning voltage VT, the reason will therefore be clarified later. It is to be noted that VT and VTQ together tune the filter Biquad to have the above mentioned desired frequency response.

It is further to be noted that OTA1, ..., OTA5 each correspond to a same building block depicted in more detail in Fig. 2 and generally referenced to as an operational transconductance amplifier OTA. By using the operational transconductance amplifiers OTA2 and OTA4 to provide the controllable damping, two intrinsic advantages are procured for the Biquad. Firstly, integration on an electronic chip is easier as less distinct building blocks have to be designed, and secondly, conceiving the damping by means of active elements allows to introduce energy via this damping so countering the dissipation in the inevitable parasitic damping and hence also allowing to boost the quality factor above limitations set by this parasitic damping. The latter is equivalent to the inclusion of negative resistances which means that the transconductances are also made negative i.e. that OTA2 and OTA4 supply energy to Biquad. It is to be noted that a detailed description of OTA will be given later by making reference to Fig. 2.

In denoting the transconductance of OTA1, ..., OTA5 with gm1, ..., gm5 respectively, the operation of the filter Biquad will hereafter be described in detail. Firstly, in order to maximize the dynamic range, C1 and C2 are implemented as capacitors having an equal capacitance value C. In this way, all signals appearing in the filter Biquad will have similar amplitudes so avoiding that the dynamic range would be restricted by non-linear effects in a filter part with higher amplitude. Furthermore, the design of the filter Biquad is simpler when implementing OTA3 and OTA5 to have an equal transconductance, i.e., \( \frac{gm3}{gm5} = \frac{gm5}{gm4} \). As \( gm6 \) denotes the transconductance since OTA3 and OTA5 can be seen as forming part of an integrator as mentioned higher. Similarly, OTA2 and OTA4 are implemented so as to have equal transconductances, i.e., \( \frac{gm2}{gm4} = \frac{gm4}{gm6} \). As \( gm2 \) denotes the damping transconductance. The latter equalities still hold in tuning the respective transconductances since OTA2 and OTA4 are both controlled via VTQ whilst OTA3 and OTA5 are both controlled via VT.

With the above considerations in mind it can be verified that the transfer function of the filter Biquad can be written in the Laplace domain as:

\[
\frac{VO}{VI} = a \left( s + b \right) \left( \frac{s^2}{WO^2} + \frac{Z}{WO} \right) + J
\]

(1)

In formula (1) the different coefficients a, b, \( WO \), Z and J are related to the above defined parameters of Biquad in the following way:

\[
a = \left( \frac{C}{gmr} \right)^2 \frac{gm1}{C}
\]

(2)

\[d = \frac{gm2}{C}\]

(3)
\[ W_0 = \frac{g_{mr}}{C} \]  
\[ Z = 2 \cdot \frac{g_{md}}{g_{mr}} \]  
\[ J = \left( \frac{g_{md}}{g_{mr}} \right)^2 - 1 \]  

From well known theorems of analog filter theory the above coefficients can be interpreted as described hereafter. It is however first to be noted that the following formulas are only valid if the quality factor \( Q \) of Biquad is relatively large, e.g. larger than 10. The latter fact however is not a restriction upon the theories described hereafter and is only made for clarity's sake. It has further to be noted that in the following the word frequency will be undistinguishably used either to denote a frequency or to denote a corresponding pulsation to which the frequency is related via the constant \( 2\pi \) as generally known.

The characteristic frequency of the resonator consisting of OTA3, OTA5 and C1, C2 is \( W_0 \) and it can be verified that this \( W_0 \) is also the characteristic integrator frequency mentioned higher to which both pairs OTA3-C1 and OTA5-C2 should be tuned. In the mentioned co-pending patent application the transconductance \( g_{mr} \) is so tuned via VTQ to achieve this desired \( W_0 \) and, as will become clear later, this desired \( W_0 \) is further related to the desired center frequency for the bandpass filter Biquad. Hence, in tuning the above OTA-C pairs in this way, the desired center frequency for the bandpass filter Biquad is achieved. This center frequency is indeed given by

\[ W_c = \sqrt{J} \cdot W_0 \]  

wherein \( \sqrt{J} \) denotes the square root operator.

The normalized bandwidth of the bandpass filter Biquad is given by \( Z \) and is also the reciprocal of the quality factor \( Q \).

A last parameter of interest is the passband gain \( G \) at the aforementioned center frequency which is given by the following formula:

\[ G = \frac{g_{ml}}{2g_{md}} \]  

From the above it follows that the ratio of the passband gain \( G \), given in formula (8), and the quality factor \( Q \), which reciprocal is given in formula (5), conforms to the following relationship:

\[ \frac{G}{Q} = \frac{g_{ml}}{g_{mr}} \]  

The above relationship, derived for the specific filter Biquad described herein as preferred embodiment, is inventively used in the quality factor tuning system shown in Fig. 3 which will be described later. It allows to measure the quality factor \( Q \) by simply measuring the passband gain \( G \) of the slave filter Biquad included in the tuning system and allows to tune this quality factor to a desired value by tuning the passband gain so as to achieve a corresponding desired gain value. Indeed, the parameters \( g_{ml} \) and \( g_{mr} \) on the right hand side of formula (9) are known from design calculations carried out on Biquad and the gain is tuned via VTQ by influencing \( g_{md} \) as will be described later.

It has to be noted that, in theory, a relationship as formula (9) can be calculated for any tunable filter whereafter it can be tuned via the inventive tuning system here described.

The tuning system can even be further simplified and provides a better performance if, as already mentioned and depicted in Fig. 1, OTA1 is also controlled by VTQ. Indeed in this case \( g_{ml} \) is always substantially equal to \( g_{mr} \) a predetermined proportionality constant and the latter constant is nothing else than the fixed ratio between the gain \( G \) and the quality factor \( Q \). It will become apparent from the description of the OTA shown in Fig. 2 that such a proportionality constant is the ratio of two resistances and, as it is well known, such a ratio can be obtained with a great accuracy when these resistances are implemented on an electronic chip.

In this way also it is avoided that unknown parasitic effects and implementation tolerances would render formula
(9) inapplicable as these effects would make the value of gml not only unknown but even variable wherefore the ratio of the gain on the quality factor would be unknown and no way would exist to derive from a desired quality factor value a sufficiently reliable corresponding desired gain value.

In summarizing it can be said that in tuning gmr with VTF to equal a calculated gmr, in tuning gml also with VTF, and finally in tuning gmd so that the passband gain G at the center frequency, say Wc, equals a desired gain value, the Biquad will have a calculated frequency response.

According to an inventive aspect of the present invention a linear and tunable OTA used in OTA1, ..., OTA5 will now be described in detail with reference to Fig. 2. A large number of such OTAs are known from the literature and can all be used in conjunction with the present invention but the OTA described hereafter is particularly advantageous wherefore it will be used in the preferred embodiment of the present invention.

The linear and tunable bipolar OTA depicted in Fig. 2 has first and second differential voltage input terminals V1 and V2 on which like named voltages are applied respectively. OTA converts the latter voltages to first and second differential output currents I1 and I2 on like named current output terminals respectively. The latter conversion is characterized by the OTA's transconductance gm determining the differential output current to differential input voltage ratio. gm is tuned via a tuning input terminal VT on which a like named tuning input voltage is applied. VT might correspond to VTF as well as to VTQ according to the OTA's location the filter Biquad of Fig. 1.

OTA includes two parallel branches constituting an input stage coupled on the one hand to a first end of a resistor RDD whose second end is coupled to a power supply terminal VDD. and on the other hand to a ground terminal symbolically depicted in Fig. 2. A first branch consists of the series connection of a diode-connected npn transistor T3, an npn transistor T1 controlled via V1 and a symbolically represented current source producing a current I2. Similarly, a second branch consists of a series connection of a diode-connected npn transistor T4, an npn transistor T2 controlled via V2 and a second symbolically represented current source also producing a current I2. Each of the two mentioned current sources is coupled between the emitter electrode of T1/T2 and the ground terminal respectively. An emitter degeneration resistor R is further coupled between the emitter electrodes of T1 and T2.

The OTA further includes an output stage which is a bipolar differential pair consisting of three npn transistors T5, T6 and T7. T5 and T6 are the input transistors of this output stage and are controlled by the voltages appearing on the emitter electrodes of T3 and T4 respectively. The collector electrodes of T5 and T6 are connected to current output terminals I1 and I2 respectively, whilst their emitter electrodes are connected in common to the collector electrode of T7. T7 operates as a current source producing an amount of current controlled by the tuning voltage VT and its emitter electrode is connected to the ground terminal. The current produced by T7 and controlled via VT is indicated as I+D.

It can be easily verified that in a first approximation the overall transconductance gm of the OTA depicted in Fig. 2 can be expressed as:

\[ gm = \frac{1}{R} \frac{1+D}{I} \]  

(10)

where formula (10) is derived from the condition that the resistance of the resistor R is much larger than that of the resistances determined by transistors T1 and T2, i.e. larger than the reciprocal of their respective transconductances. The latter condition is in fact the condition that R strongly linearizes the input stage of OTA. Formula (10) can then further be interpreted as an input stage with a linearized gain equal to 1/R followed by an output stage, which is in fact similar to a known Gilbert gain cell, further amplifying the differential input signal with a factor (1+D)/I.

It is to be noted that diode-connected transistors T3 and T4 allow that the signal from the input stage is transferred to the output stage substantially without distortion as implicitly understood from formula (10). Indeed, it is well known in the art that the frequency dependent transconductance of T3 and T4 allows to cancel the frequency dependent transconductance of the input transistors T5 and T6 of the output stage of OTA respectively.

It is further clear that the transconductance gm of the OTA is in this way intrinsically inversely proportional to the resistance of R. Hence, when such OTAs are integrated on an electronic chip the various transconductances can be realized with great relative precision if they are tuned with a same tuning voltage so that the factor (1+D)/I is substantially equal for all these various transconductances. Indeed, this relative precision is derived from the accuracy with which resistance ratios can be achieved on electronic chips.

As mentioned above such large relative precision is particularly useful in the present invention as it allows gml and gmr to be proportional with great precision.

Now, with reference to Fig. 3, the actual tuning system in accordance with the present invention will be described in detail referring to the above.

The filter Biquad shown in the quality factor tuning system of Fig. 3 is tuned by a frequency tuning voltage VTF generated by a tuning system described in the mentioned co-pending patent application and by a quality factor tuning voltage VTQ generated by the tuning system of Fig. 3 itself in an inventive way as described below. As already mentioned, the filter Biquad included in this tuning system and shown is a slave filter which is a replica of at least one
master filter (not shown) included in the data processing path.

The tuning system includes signal generator means LO oscillating at a reference frequency in the passband of the filter to be tuned, i.e. in this case at the reference frequency which is the center frequency \( f_c \) of the bandpass filter BIQUAD as calculated in formula (7). LO has a differential output voltage applied to the balanced input terminals of a first tuning path P1 and of a second tuning path P2. The first tuning path P1 consists of a balanced operational transconductance amplifier B-OTA1 which converts the differential input voltage to a differential output current with a fixed gain or transconductance. The input terminals of the second tuning path P2 are the input terminals V1 of the filter BIQUAD and P2 further includes a second balanced operational transconductance amplifier B-OTA2 converting the differential voltage appearing across the output terminals V0 of BIQUAD to a differential output current. As B-OTA1, B-OTA2 also has a fixed transconductance. The differential output currents of B-OTA1 and B-OTA2 are then converted to rectified single ended currents I01 and I02 by means of current rectifiers C-REC1 and C-REC2 respectively. The currents I01 and I02 are both applied to a common junction point to which a matching capacitance CM is also connected, the second end of CM being connected to the ground terminal. As clarified below, one of the rectified currents I01 and I02 always charges CM whilst the other discharges CM.

The voltage appearing at the mentioned junction point is then low pass filtered via a low pass filter LP to produce the quality factor tuning voltage VTO which is applied both to the slave filter BIQUAD and to the master filter (not shown). C-REC1, C-REC2. CM and LP together form matching means MM, the voltage-to-current ratio or gain of the first P1 and the second P2 tuning paths being compared by means of the matching capacitance CM.

What in fact is represented in Fig. 3 is a simple and sufficiently accurate way of comparing the gains of P1 and P2. The gain of P1 is represented by the fixed transconductance of B-OTA1 whilst the gain of P2 is the product of the passband gain G of BIQUAD and the fixed transconductance of B-OTA2. By rectifying the currents of both tuning paths P1 and P2 each of these paths either charges or discharges the matching capacitance CM. If the gain of the charging path is larger than the gain of the discharging path the voltage over CM will increase and vice versa. In order to achieve a negative feedback this voltage over CM, from which VTO is derived, should always reduce the difference in gain between the two tuning paths P1 and P2.

It can be verified that by including BIQUAD in the charging path such negative feedback is achieved. Indeed, if the gain of P2 exceeds the gain of P1, the voltage over CM will be increased. Hence also, VTO will be increased and, as can be verified from the above description of OTA, the damping in the BIQUAD increases which leads to a decrease in the gain of P2 due to a loss of gain in this BIQUAD.

The voltage at CM can however never be tuned to an ideal steady state dc value. Indeed, any different phase lag in P1 and P2 results in I01 and I02 being out of phase. Hence, the difference between I01 and I02 can never be identically zero even when the amplitudes of I01 and I02 are equal. Such a characteristic for the voltage over CM is however sufficient to obtain a reliable quality factor as the ripple on this voltage has, due to the rectification and the nature of C-REC1 and C-REC2 as described below, a high harmonic content. This ripple can then be easily filtered out by the low pass filter LP or one can even rely upon the parasitic low pass filtering of the lines over which the tuning signal is transmitted towards the slave and master filter. In any case, the simplicity of the matching means MM presents advantages exceeding the minor drawback of not accomplishing a very accurate steady state.

Finally it is to be noted that the passband gain G of BIQUAD in the tuning system is very reliably tuned as the desired gain value to which it is tuned, is a ratio of the gains of B-OTA1 on B-OTA2 where the latter gains are primarily determined by resistive values as will be clarified below with reference to Fig. 4.

Building blocks C-REC and B-OTA of a current rectifier and a balanced operational transconductance amplifier respectively will now be described in detail with reference to Fig. 4. These building blocks are used in the tuning system of Fig. 3 as C-REC1, C-REC2 and B-OTA1 and B-OTA2 respectively.

The balanced operational transconductance amplifier B-OTA has differential voltage input terminals V11 and V12 on which like named voltages are applied. B-OTA converts these voltages V11 and V12 to first and second currents forming together balanced output currents. These first and second currents are then applied to first and second current input terminals of the current rectifier C-REC. According to an inventive aspect of the present invention, C-REC converts these currents to a single ended rectified current I0 then available at a like named rectified current output terminal and which substantially equals the absolute value of the differential current present on its current input terminals. This rectified current I0 has a predetermined sign, i.e. it is either always "leaving" C-REC or is always "entering" C-REC via the rectified current output terminal I0. However, in accordance with another inventive aspect of the current rectifier C-REC, this sign is determined by a small portion of C-REC and the latter rectifier is thus well suited to provide either the charging or the discharging current needed in the quality factor tuning system described above by implementing it with a corresponding interconnection pattern as clarified below.

B-OTA includes two bipolar input transistors T11 and T12 controlled by the input voltages V11 and V12 respectively. The emitter electrode of T11/T12 is connected to a first end of a current source I11/I12 whose second end is connected to the ground terminal. Between these emitter electrodes an emitter degeneration impedance Z is coupled for determining the transconductance, and hence also the gain, of the B-OTA in the same way as the transconductance of the
input stage of the aforedescribed OTA depicted in Fig. 2 was determined by the emitter degeneration resistance R. The collector electrodes of T11 and T12 constitute the above mentioned first and second current input terminals of the current rectifier C-REC respectively.

C-REC includes first and second parallel branches coupled between a power supply terminal VDD and the mentioned first and second current input terminals respectively. The first branch includes the series connection of a first load resistor RDD1 and a diode-connected pnp transistor T17, the second branch includes the series connection of a second load resistor RDD2 and a pnp transistor T18, the base electrode of which is connected to the commoned base and collector electrodes of T17. The collector electrodes of T17 and T18 are coupled to both the first and the second current input terminal via first and second switching paths consisting of npn transistors T15/T16-T17-T16 and T13/T14 respectively. These first and second switching paths include respectively first T15, T16 and second T14, T13 switching means which in turn each include first T15, T14 and second T16, T13 switches, the latter switches being the four last mentioned npn transistors. The first T15 and the second T16 switch of the first switching means connect the first and the second current input terminal to the collector electrode of T17 respectively, whilst the first T14 and the second T13 switch of the second switching means connect the first and the second current input terminal to the collector electrode of T18 respectively. As a result, the collector electrode of T18 operates as a rectifying node and corresponds to the current output terminal IO of C-REC.

C-REC further includes a differential amplifier arrangement consisting of npn transistors T19 and T20, load resistors RDDS and RDD4 and current source I13. The base electrodes of T19 and T20, which are respectively the first and second input terminals of this amplifier arrangement, are controlled from the first and second current input terminals of C-REC respectively.

From Fig. 4 it is clear that the first switching path towards the rectifying node IO is created via the main emitter-to-collector path of T15 or T16 and the current mirror circuit constituted by T17 and T18 and that a second switching path towards IO is also created via the main path of T13 or T14. It is further clear that both these switching paths can be taken by both the above two balanced currents.

B-OTA has a fixed voltage-to-current ratio or gain determined by the impedance Z whereby it provides the first and second currents corresponding to the gain needed in the above described tuning system. These currents cause a voltage drop at the inputs of C-REC and the resulting voltages at the current input terminals of C-REC are amplified by the differential amplifier arrangement T19, T20, RDDS, RDD4 and I13. It can be verified that if the first current, i.e. the current at the first input terminal of C-REC, is the largest and the gain of the amplifier arrangement is large enough, switches T15 and T13 will be closed whilst switches T14 and T16 are open. The first and largest current will then reach the rectifying node IO via the mentioned first switching path, whilst the second and smallest current reaches IO via the second switching path. The subtraction of these two currents at IO then yields the differential current in the outgoing direction. Similarly, when the second current, i.e. the current at the second input terminal of C-REC, is the largest, it can be verified that it reaches IO via the first switching path through T16 whilst the first and smallest current reaches IO through T14. From the above it is clear that on the current output terminal IO the rectified differential current is present in the outgoing direction. It can be further easily verified that in including the current mirror circuit T17, T18 in the second instead of in the first switching path, the same rectified current will be provided at IO in the incoming direction. The latter fact allows to similarly design both the discharging rectifier C-REC1 and the charging rectifier C-REC2 depicted in Fig. 3. The above active rectifier C-REC moreover uses very little hardware due to the fact that the rectification and the conversion to a single ended current are performed simultaneously.

It is finally to be noted that due to the non-ideal behaviour of the switches and of the amplifier arrangement the rectified current produced by C-REC will deviate somewhat from the exact rectified current. However, it can be proved that this effect only pushes the ripple on the tuning voltage VTQ to a higher frequency band without having any negative effect on the above gain comparison. As a consequence, this effect rather constitutes an advantage than a disadvantage in the tuning system according to the present invention.

While the principles of the invention have been described above in connection with specific apparatus, it is to be clearly understood that this description is made only by way of example and not as a limitation on the scope of the invention, as defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. Tuning system for generating a tuning signal (VTQ) to be applied to a tunable filter (BIQUAD) in order to tune the quality factor of said filter to substantially equal a desired quality factor value, said tuning signal controlling the damping (OTA2, OTA4) of said tunable filter, characterized in that a relation between said quality factor and the passband gain of said tunable filter (BIQUAD) allows to determine a desired gain value corresponding to said desired quality factor value, and that said tuning system adjusts said tuning signal (VTQ) until said passband gain substantially equals said desired gain value.
2. Tuning system according to claim 1, characterized in that said tuning system includes matching means (MM) for matching said passband gain to said desired gain value by adjusting said tuning signal (VTQ) so as to increase/decrease said passband gain if it is respectively lower/higher than said desired gain value.

3. Tuning system according to claim 2, characterized in that said passband gain is the gain at a reference frequency within said passband, said tuning system including signal generator means (LO) generating a reference signal at said reference frequency, said reference signal being applied to first (P1) and second (P2) tuning paths of said tuning system, said first tuning path including a first amplifier (B-OTA1) and being connected to a first input of said matching means (MM) and said second path including at least said tunable filter (Biquad) and being connected to a second input of said matching means.

4. Tuning system according to claim 3, characterized in that said tunable filter (Biquad) is a bandpass filter and that said reference frequency is the center frequency of said tunable filter.

5. Tuning system according to claim 3, characterized in that said second path (P2) further includes a second amplifier (B-OTA2), said desired gain value being substantially equal to the ratio of the gains of said first (B-OTA1) and said second (B-OTA2) amplifiers.

6. Tuning system according to claim 3, characterized in that said first (P1) and second (P2) tuning paths perform a voltage to current conversion, that the output currents of said tuning paths are further converted to first (IO1) and second (IO2) single ended and rectified currents by respective first (C-REC1) and second (C-REC2) current rectifiers included in said matching means (MM), and that said rectified currents (IO1, IO2) charge and discharge a capacitor (CM) also included in said matching means, the one (P2) of the tuning paths charging said capacitor being so determined that the voltage over said capacitor can be used for determining said tuning signal (VTQ).

7. Tuning system according to claim 6, characterized in that said voltage over said capacitor (CM) is applied to a low pass filter (LP) whose output signal is said tuning signal (VTQ) which is then applied to said tunable filter (Biquad) and to at least one master filter included in a data processing path and of which said tunable filter is a replica.

8. Tuning system according to claims 5 and 6, characterized in that said first (B-OTA1) and second (B-OTA2) amplifiers are operational transconductance amplifiers with transconductances substantially equal to the conductance values of a first and a second degeneration resistors (Z) respectively, and that said transconductances determine the gain of the corresponding amplifiers.

9. Tuning system according to any of the previous claims, characterized in that said tunable filter (Biquad) includes at least one operational transconductance amplifier (OTA3, OTA5) with an associated capacitance (C1, C2) coupled to the outputs of said amplifier and in that the transconductance of said amplifier is so tuned that said amplifier-capacitance pair (OTA3-C1, OTA5-C2) is tuned to a desired characteristic integrator frequency, and that said controllable damping is constituted by resistive means (OTA2, OTA4) connected in parallel to said capacitance (C1, C2).

10. Tuning system according to claim 9, characterized in that each of said resistive means (OTA2, OTA4) is also an operational transconductance amplifier, said damping being controlled via said tuning signal (VTQ) by controlling the transconductance of said operational transconductance amplifier.

11. Tuning system according to claim 10, characterized in that said damping transconductance may be controlled so as to be negative.

12. Tuning system according to any of the previous claims, characterized in that said tunable filter (Biquad) consists of an input operational transconductance amplifier (OTA1) whose outputs are connected to a first capacitance (C1) and a first damping operational amplifier (OTA2) and the outputs (VO) of said tunable filter and the outputs of said first damping operational transconductance amplifier (OTA2), that said last mentioned outputs are further connected to a first filter operational transconductance amplifier (OTA3) whose outputs are in turn connected to a second capacitance (C2), a second damping operational transconductance amplifier (OTA4) and to the outputs of said last mentioned amplifier (OTA4), and that said last mentioned outputs are connected to a second filter operational transconductance amplifier (OTA5) whose outputs are the outputs (VO) of said tunable filter, said damping amplifiers (OTA2, OTA4) being tuned by said tuning signal (VTQ) and said input and filter amplifiers (OTA1, OTA3, OTA5) being tuned via a reference frequency tuning signal (VTF) so as to ensure that the transconductance of
13. Tuning system according to claim 6, characterized in that said first (C-REC1) and second (C-REC2) current rectifiers used for converting two balanced input currents to a single ended rectified current, each include a first (T15/T16-T17-T18) and a second (T13/14) switching paths to transfer towards a rectifier output (IO) the highest and the lowest of said two balanced currents respectively. The rectified current then provided at said rectifier output being substantially equal to the absolute value of a differential current resulting from the subtraction of said highest and lowest currents.

14. Tuning system according to claim 13, characterized in that said two balanced currents are provided at respective first and second input terminals and that said first (T15/T16-T17-T18) and said second (T13/T14) switching paths respectively include a first (T15, T16) and a second (T13, T14) switching means and that both said first and said second switching means are coupled to both said first and second input terminals for diverting said highest and lowest currents to said first and second switching paths respectively. Both said switching means being controlled via a control signal dependent upon the sign of said differential current.

15. Tuning system according to claim 14, characterized in that each of said switching means (T15/T16, T13/T14) consists of a first (T15, T14) and a second (T16, T13) switches for coupling said first and said second input terminals to said first (T15-18) and second (T13/14) switching paths respectively, that said control signal is generated by a differential amplifier arrangement (T19, T20, RDD, RDC, L1) having first and second control inputs connected to said first and second input terminals respectively, and that said control signal controls said first switch (T15) of said first switching means and said second switch (T13) of said second switching means complementarily with said second switch (T16) of said first switching means and said first switch (T14) of said second switching means.

16. Tuning system according to claim 15, characterized in that said first switching path (T15-18) includes a current mirror circuit (T17-18).

17. Tuning system according to claim 6, characterized in that said current rectifiers are of the type claimed in any of the claims 13 to 16.

Patentansprüche

1. Abstimmungssystem für das Generieren eines AbstimmungsSignals (VTQ), das an ein abstimmbareres Filter (BIQUAD) angelegt werden soll, um dem Qualitätsfaktor des besagten Filters auf einen im wesentlichen mit einem gewünschten Qualitätsfaktor gleichen Wert abzustimmen, wobei das besagte AbstimmungsSignal das Dämpfen (OTA2, OTA4) des besagten abstimmbareren Filters steuert, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß eine Beziehung zwischen dem besagten Qualitätsfaktor und der Durchlaßbereichsverstärkung des besagten abstimmbareren Filters (BIQUAD) ermöglicht, einen gewünschten Verstärkungswert zu bestimmen, der dem besagten gewünschten Qualitätsfaktorwert entspricht, und daß das besagte Abstimmungssystem des besagten AbstimmungsSignals (VTQ) anpaßt, bis die besagte Durchlaßbereichsverstärkung im wesentlichen gleich dem gewünschten Verstärkungswert ist.

2. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das besagte Abstimmungssystem Anpassungsmittel (MM) umfaßt, mit denen die besagte Durchlaßbereichsverstärkung an den besagten gewünschten Verstärkungswert angepaßt werden kann, indem das besagte AbstimmungsSignals (VTQ) so angepaßt wird, daß die besagte Durchlaßbereichsverstärkung vergrößert/verkleinert wird, wenn sie kleiner/größer als der besagte Verstärkungswert ist.

3. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die besagte Durchlaßbereichsverstärkung die Verstärkung bei einer Bezugsfrequenz in besagtem Durchlaßbereich ist, wobei das besagte Abstimmungssystem Signalgenerierendesmittel (LO) einschließt, die bei besagter Bezugsfrequenz ein Bezugsignal generieren, wobei das besagte Bezugsignal an einem ersten (P1) und einem zweiten (P2) Ablimmfilter des besagten Abstimmungssystems anliegt, wobei der besagte Ablimmfilter einen ersten Verstärker (B-OTA1) einschließt und an einen ersten Eingang des besagten Anpassungsmittels (MM) angeschlossen ist, und der besagte zweite Pfad mindestens das besagte abstimmbare Filter (BIQUAD) umfaßt und an einen zweiten Eingang des besagten Anpassungsmittels angeschlossen ist.

4. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das besagte abstimmbare Filter (BIQUAD) ein Bandpaßfilter ist, und daß die besagte Bezugsfrequenz die Mittenfrequenz des besagten abstimmbareren Filters ist.
5. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der besagte zweite Pfad (P2) des weiteren einen zweiten Verstärker (B-OTA2) einschließt, wobei der besagte gewünschte Verstärkungswert im wesentlichen gleich der Verhältniszahl der Verstärkungen des besagten ersten (B-OTA1) und des besagten zweiten (B-OTA2) Verstärkers ist.

6. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der besagte erste (P1) und zweite (P2) Abstimmpfad eine Spannungs-/Strömunwandlung durchführen, daß die Ausgangsgrößen der besagten Abstimmpfade des weiteren in einen ersten (I01) und einen zweiten (I02) phasengleich und gleichgerichteten Strom durch einen ersten (C-REC1) bzw. einen zweiten (C-REC2) Stromgleichrichter, der in besagtem Anpassungsmitteil (MM) enthalten ist, umgewandelt werden und daß die besagten gleichgerichteten Ströme (I01, I02) einen Kondensator (CM) laden und entladen, der ebenfalls in besagtem Anpassungsmittel enthalten ist, wobei der eine (P2) der Abstimmpfade, der den besagten Kondensator lädt, so festgelegt ist, daß die Spannung an besagtem Kondensator für die Bestimmung des besagten Abstimmsignals (VTQ) benutzt werden kann.

7. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die besagte Spannung an besagtem Kondensator (CM) an einem Tiefpaßfilter (LP) anliegt, dessen Ausgangssignal das besagte Abstimmsignal (VTQ) ist, das dann an besagtes abstimmbares Filter (BIQUAD) und an mindestens ein Masterfilter angelegt wird, das in einem Datenverarbeitungspfad enthalten ist, und von dem das besagte abstimmbare Filter eine Wiederholung ist.

8. Abstimmungssystem gemäß den Ansprüchen 5 und 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der besagte erste (B-OTA1) und zweite (B-OTA2) Verstärker operationelle Transkonduktanzverstärker sind mit Transkonduktanzkanten, die im wesentlichen gleich den Konduktanzwerten eines ersten bzw. eines zweiten Widerstandes (Z) mit negativer Rückkopplung sind, und daß die besagten Transkonduktanzen die Verstärkung der entsprechenden Verstärker bestimmen.

9. Abstimmungssystem gemäß eines beliebigen der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das besagte abstimmbare Filter (BIQUAD) mindestens einen operationellen Transkonduktanzverstärker (OTA3, OTA5) mit einem zugehörigen, an die Ausgänge des besagten Verstärkers gekoppelten Kondensator (C1, C2) einschließt, und daß die Transkonduktanz des besagten Verstärkers so abgestimmt ist, daß das besagte Verstärker-Kondensator-Paar (OTA3-C1, OTA5-C2) auf eine gewünschte charakteristische Integratorfrequenz abgestimmt ist, und daß das besagte steuerbare Dämpfen durch Widerstandsmittel (OTA2, OTA4) gebildet wird, die parallel an den besagten Kondensator (C1, C2) angeschlossen sind.

10. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß jedes der besagten Widerstandsmittel (OTA2, OTA4) auch ein operationeller Transkonduktanzverstärker ist, wobei das besagte Dämpfen über das besagte Abstimmsignal (VTQ) gesteuert wird, indem die Transkonduktanz des besagten operationellen Transkonduktanzverstärkers gesteuert wird.

11. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die besagte dämpfende Transkonduktanz so gesteuert werden kann, daß sie negativ ist.

12. Abstimmungssystem gemäß eines beliebigen der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das besagte abstimmbare Filter (BIQUAD) aus einem operationellen Transkonduktanzverstärker (OTA1) am Eingang besteht, dessen Ausgänge an einen ersten Kondensator (C1) und einen ersten operationellen Dämpfungsverstärker (OTA2) und die Ausgänge (V0) des besagten abstimmbaren Filters und die Ausgänge des besagten ersten dämpfenden operationellen Transkonduktanzverstärkers (OTA2) angeschlossen sind, daß die besagten zuletzt erwähnten Ausgänge des weiteren an einen operationellen Transkonduktanzverstärker (OTA3) eines Filters angeschlossen sind, dessen Ausgänge ihrerseits an einen zweiten Kondensator (C2), einen zweiten dämpfenden operationellen Transkonduktanzverstärker (OTA4) und an die Ausgänge des besagten zuletzt erwähnten Verstärkers (OTA4) angeschlossen sind, und daß die besagten zuletzt erwähnten Ausgänge an einen operationellen Transkonduktanzverstärker (OTA5) eines Filters angeschlossen sind, dessen Ausgänge die Ausgänge (V0) des besagten abstimmbaren Filters sind, wobei die besagten Dämpfungsverstärker (OTA2, OTA4) von besagtem Abstimmsignal (VTQ) abgestimmt werden und die besagten Eingangs- und Filterverstärker (OTA1, OTA3, OTA5) über ein Bezugsfrequenz-Abstimmsignal (VTQ) abgestimmt werden, um sicherzustellen, daß die Transkonduktanz des besagten Eingangsverstärkers im wesentlichen im Verhältnis zu den gleichen Transkonduktanzen der besagten Filterverstärker sind.

13. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der besagte erste (C-REC1) und zweite (C-REC2) Stromgleichrichter, die für die Umwandlung von zwei phasengleichen Eingangsströmen in einen phasen-
gleichen gleichgerichteten Strom benutzt werden, jeweils einen ersten (T15/T16-T17-T18) und einen zweiten (T13/14) Schaltpfad umfassen, die den höchsten bzw. den niedrigsten der besagten zwei phasengleichen Ströme an einen Gleichrichterausgang (I0) führen, wobei der dann an besagtem Gleichrichterausgang vorhandene gleichgerichtete Strom im wesentlichen gleich dem Absolutwert eines Differenzstroms ist, der aus der Subtraktion der besagten höchsten und niedrigsten Ströme resultiert.

14. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 13, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die besagten zwei phasengleichen Ströme am ersten bzw. zweiten Eingangsterminal vorhanden sind, und daß der besagte erste (T15/T16-T17-T18) bzw. der besagte zweite (T13/14) Schaltpfad ein erstes (T15, T16) und ein zweites (T13, T14) Schaltmittel umfassen, und daß sowohl das besagte erste als auch das besagte zweite Schaltmittel an die besagten ersten und zweiten Eingangsterminalen gekoppelt sind, um die besagten höchsten und niedrigsten Ströme an die besagten ersten bzw. den besagten zweiten Schaltpfad umzuleiten, wobei beide besagte Schaltmittel über ein vom Vorzeichen des besagten Differenzstroms abhängiges Steuersignal gesteuert werden.


17. Abstimmungssystem gemäß Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die besagten Stromgleichrichter von dem Typ sind, wie er gemäß einem der Ansprüche 13 bis 16 beansprucht wird.

Revindications

1. Système d'accord permettant de générer un signal d'accord (VTQ) qui doit être appliqué à un filtre accordable (BIQUAD) afin d'accorder le facteur de qualité dudit filtre jusqu'à ce qu'il soit sensiblement égal à une valeur désirée de facteur de qualité, ledit signal d'accord contrôlant l'amortissement (OTA2, OTA4) dudit filtre accordable, caractérisé en ce qu'une relation entre ledit facteur de qualité et le gain dans la bande passante dudit filtre accordable (BIQUAD) permet de déterminer une valeur désirée de gain correspondant à ladite valeur désirée de facteur de qualité, et en ce que ledit système d'accord règle ledit signal d'accord (VTQ) jusqu'à ce que ledit gain dans la bande passante soit sensiblement égal à ladite valeur désirée de gain.

2. Système d'accord selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ledit système d'accord comprend un moyen d'adaptation (MM) permettant d'adapter ledit gain dans la bande passante à ladite valeur désirée de gain en réglant ledit signal d'accord (VTQ) de façon à augmenter/réduire ledit gain dans la bande passante s'il est, respectivement, inférieur/supérieur à ladite valeur désirée de gain.

3. Système d'accord selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que ledit gain dans la bande passante est le gain à une fréquence de référence dans ladite bande passante, ledit système d'accord comprenant un moyen générateur de signal (LO) générant un signal de référence à ladite fréquence de référence, ledit signal de référence étant appliqué à un premier (P1) et à un second (P2) chemins d'accord dudit système d'accord, ledit premier chemin d'accord comprenant un premier amplificateur (B-OTA1) et étant connecté à une première entrée dudit moyen d'adaptation (MM) et ledit second chemin comprend au moins ledit filtre accordable (BIQUAD) et étant connecté à une seconde entrée dudit moyen d'adaptation.

4. Système d'accord selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que ledit filtre accordable (BIQUAD) est un filtre passe-bande et en ce que ladite fréquence de référence est la fréquence centrale dudit filtre accordable.

5. Système d'accord selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que ledit second chemin (P2) comprend en outre un
second amplificateur (B-OTA2), ladite valeur désirée de gain étant sensiblement égale au rapport des gains desdits premier (B-OTA1) et second (B-OTA2) amplificateurs.

6. Système d'accord selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que lesdits premiers (P1) et second (P2) chemins d'accord effectuent une conversion tension/courant, en ce que les courants de sortie desdits chemins d'accord sont en outre convertis en un premier (I01) et un second (I02) courants redressés et asymétriques par, respectivement, un premier (C-REC1) et un second (C-REC2) redresseurs de courant inclus dans ledit moyen d'adaptation (MM), et en ce que lesdits courants redressés (I01, I02) chargent et déchargent un condensateur (CM) également inclus dans ledit moyen d'adaptation, l'un (P2) des chemins d'accord chargeant ledit condensateur étant défini de telle façon que la tension dans ledit condensateur peut être utilisée pour déterminer ledit signal d'accord (VTQ).

7. Système d'accord selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que ladite tension dans ledit condensateur (CM) est appliquée à un filtre passe-bas (LP) dont le signal de sortie est ledit signal d'accord (VTQ) qui est ensuite appliqué audit filtre accordable (BQUAD) et à au moins un filtre maître compris dans un chemin de traitement de données et dont le filtre accordable est une réplique.

8. Système d'accord selon les revendications 5 et 6, caractérisé en ce que le premier (B-OTA1) et le second (B-OTA2) amplificateurs sont des amplificateurs opérationnels à transconductance dont les transconductances sont sensiblement égales aux valeurs de conductance d'une première et d'une deuxième résistances à contre-réaction (Z) respectivement, et en ce que lesdites transconductances déterminent le gain des amplificateurs correspondants.

9. Système d'accord selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que le filtre accordable (BIQUAD) comprend au moins un amplificateur opérationnel à transconductance (OTA3, OTA5), un condensateur associé (C1, C2) étant couplé aux sorties dudit amplificateur et en ce que la transconductance dudit amplificateur est accordée de telle façon que ladite paire amplificateur/condensateur (OTA3-C1, OTA5-C2) est accordée sur une fréquence d'intégrateur caractéristique désirée, et en ce que ledit amortissement contrôlable est constitué d'un moyen formant résistance (OTA2, OTA4) connecté en parallèle audit condensateur (C1, C2).

10. Système d'accord selon la revendication 9, caractérisé en ce que chacun des moyens formant résistance (OTA2, OTA4) est également un amplificateur opérationnel à transconductance, ledit amortissement étant contrôlé par l'intermédiaire dudit signal d'accord (VTQ) en contrôlant la transconductance dudit amplificateur opérationnel à transconductance.

11. Système d'accord selon la revendication 10, caractérisé en ce que ladite transconductance d'amortissement peut être contrôlée de manière à être négative.

12. Système d'accord selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que ledit filtre accordable (BIQUAD) consiste en un amplificateur opérationnel à transconductance (OTA1) dont les sorties sont connectées à un premier condensateur (C1) et à un premier amplificateur opérationnel d'amortissement (OTA2) et aux sorties (VO) dudit filtre accordable et aux sorties dudit premier amplificateur opérationnel à transconductance d'amortissement (OTA2), en ce que les sorties mentionnées en dernier sont en outre connectées à un premier amplificateur opérationnel à transconductance de filtre actif (OTA3) dont les sorties sont à leur tour connectées à un second condensateur (C2), à un second amplificateur opérationnel à transconductance d'amortissement (OTA4) et aux sorties de l'amplificateur mentionné en dernier (OTA4), et en ce que les sorties mentionnées en dernier sont connectées à un second amplificateur opérationnel à transconductance de filtre actif (OTA5) dont les sorties sont les sorties (VO) dudit filtre accordable, lesdits amplificateurs d'amortissement (OTA2, OTA4) étant accordés grâce audit signal d'accord (VTQ) et lesdits amplificateurs d'entrée et de filtre actif (OTA1, OTA3, OTA5) étant accordés par l'intermédiaire d'un signal d'accord de la fréquence de référence (VTF) de façon à garantir que la transconductance dudit amplificateur d'entrée est sensiblement proportionnelle aux transconductances égales desdits amplificateurs de filtre actif.

13. Système d'accord selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que lesdits premiers (C-REC1) et second (C-REC2) redresseurs de courant utilisés pour convertir les deux courants d'entrée équilibrés en un courant asymétrique redressé comprennent chacun un premier (T15/T16-T17-T18) et un second (T13/T14) chemins de commutation permettant de transférer vers une sortie de redresseur (IO) le plus élevé et le plus bas desdits deux courants équilibrés, respectivement, le courant redressé fourni alors à ladite sortie du redresseur étant sensiblement égal à la valeur absolue du courant différentiel obtenu à partir de la soustraction entre lesdits courants le plus bas et
14. Système d'accord selon la revendication 13, caractérisé en ce que lesdits deux courants équilibrés sont fournis respectivement aux première et seconde bornes d'entrée et en ce que lesdits premier (T15/T16-T17-T18) et second (T13/T14) chemins de commutation comprennent respectivement un premier (T15, T16) et un second (T13, T14) moyens de commutation et en ce que lesdits premier et second moyens de commutation sont couplés auxdites première et seconde bornes d'entrée afin de dériver lesdits courants le plus élevé et le plus bas vers lesdits premier et second chemins de commutation, respectivement, lesdits moyens de commutation étant tous deux contrôlés par l'intermédiaire d'un signal de contrôle dépendant du signe dudit courant différentiel.

15. Système d'accord selon la revendication 14, caractérisé en ce que chacun desdits moyens de commutation (T15/T16, T13/T14) consiste en un premier (T15, T14) et un second (T16, T13) commutateurs permettant de coupler ladite première et ladite seconde bornes d'entrée auxdits premier (T15-T18) et second (T13/T14) chemins de commutation, respectivement, en ce que le signal de contrôle est généré par un agencement d'amplificateur différentiel (T19, T20, RDD3, RDD4, I13) présentant une première et une seconde entrées de contrôle connectées auxdites première et seconde bornes d'entrée, respectivement, et en ce que ledit signal de contrôle contrôle ledit premier commutateur (T15) dudit premier moyen de commutation et ledit second commutateur (T13) dudit second moyen de commutation de manière complémentaire avec ledit second commutateur (T16) dudit premier moyen de commutation et ledit premier commutateur (T14) dudit second moyen de commutation.

16. Système d'accord selon la revendication 15, caractérisé en ce que ledit premier chemin de commutation (T15-T18) comprend un circuit de miroir de courant (T17-I8).

17. Système d'accord selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que lesdits redresseurs de courant sont du type revendiqué dans l'une quelconque des revendications 13 à 16.